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SUMMARY 

The impetus for this study was a number of debates on the subject of miracles between 

the New Atheists (Richard Dawkins, Christopher Hitchens, Sam Harris, Daniel Dennett) and a 

number of Christian opponents (William Lane Craig, Richard Swinburne, Alister McGrath). 

In these debates questions were raised from the scientifically oriented atheist camp as to how 

good the evidence for miracles is, whether miracles have actually happened and whether or 

not a god or other spiritual being could cause such events. These questions particularly relied 

on the definition of a miracle which has dominated the debate since it was introduced by the 

philosopher David Hume, a miracle as ‘a violation of natural laws, caused by a god or other 

invisible being’. Obviously, the denial of miracles strikes at the heart of the Christian faith as 

summarised in confessions, such as belief in the virgin birth, the ascension and resurrection of 

Christ. 

With that, ‘the problem of miracle’ is initially sketched as a fundamental criticism of 

what is the centre of the Christian faith. But miracles have not only been problematised by 

atheists or sceptics who mainly use a number of (what they think are) damaging scientific 

arguments. The problem of miracles is also due to the fact that various debates on this subject 

show that different answers can be found among Christian philosophers and theologians as to 

how this problem should be answered. In this study a number of important arguments against 

and in favour of miracles is presented and evaluated. Counterarguments also include the 

traditional argument from the Roman Catholic Church and arguments from important 

Protestant theologians (Karl Barth, Rudolf Bultmann, Karl Heim), in order to give a more 

complete picture of the debate which may serve as a key to understand it more fully from a 

philosophical and historical angle. 

After an analysis and evaluation of the rationalistic (Baruch Spinoza) and empirical 

arguments against miracles that are used in the debate, attention was also given to current 

research about the state of evidence of miracles. The reason for this was that if one chooses 

the evidentialistic option, which is to say that miracles are treated in religious discourse as 

events which are assumed to have taken place or to occur at present, one is faced with ‘the 

burden of proof’. However, it seems that although many people have claimed to have 

experienced a miracle (in most cases a healing), the actual scientific evidence is poor at 

present and thus does not seem to substantiate this claim convincingly. 

Then it is argued that the debate on miracles is now being conducted too unilaterally 

by the misguided focus on the factuality of and evidence for miracles, at the loss of the 

important issue of the religious significance of biblical texts which calls for a balanced 

hermeneutical approach. From this perspective it is argued that since every reader is 

inalienable bound by a context of interpretation it is necessary to, first of all, ‘hear’ what 

miracle stories convey and what they could mean in an ancient civilisation, before a new 

meaning can arise in a current context and seeing ‘with new eyes’ becomes possible. The 

suggestion of this other focus followed from the evaluation of arguments and was made by 

Rudolf Bultmann, Edward Schillebeeckx and Hans Küng. This is worked out critically in two 

further sections in the last chapter, firstly by proposing and clarifying a number of theses, 

supported with contributions from Ian T. Ramsey and Paul Ricœur. Then three possible 

objections against this approach are answered. 

 


